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WHAT’S ON
IN SEPTEMBER 2020

COVID 19 
RESTRICTIONS
If you or a member  
of your immediate  
family has travelled  
interstate or visited  
a current ‘hotspot’  
please notify our  
reception staff before 
entering our  
community. 

Please check with our  
reception staff if you are 
anticipating any visitors 
who may be from a NSW 
hot spot as well. 
Restrictions are in place for 
certain areas updated from 
the NSW Department of 
Health.
We recommend that you do 
not travel interstate at  
present and discourage  
interstate visitation from 
family and friends.

Dementia  
Awareness Month
Dementia is the term used 
to describe the symptoms 
of a large group of illnesses 
which cause a progressive 

decline in a person’s  
functioning. It is a broad 
term used to describe a 
loss of memory, intellect, 
rationality, social skills and 
physical functioning.  
There are many types of 
dementia, including  
Alzheimer’s disease,  
vascular dementia,  
frontotemporal dementia, 
and Lewy body disease.
We acknowledge and  
embrace Dementia 
Awareness Week at SCC 
from 21st - 27th September.

Father’s Day
We wish all of our residents 
and their families a happy 
Father’s Day. Whether you 
are a father, a grandfather, 
a son or daughter - father’s 
day is a time to reflect,  
remember, and  
acknowledge the role our 
father figures have played 
in our lives.

Church Times
Our Lady of the Way 
Chapel  
Monday          10:30am 
Mass (for Mater Christi 
Residents) 
Monday          2:30pm 
Rosary  
Tuesday         4pm 
Mass  
Wednesday   9:30am 
Mass  
Thursday       1:30pm 
Bible Study  
Friday             4pm 
Mass 

Please sanitise your 
hands, sign in and sit 
1.5metres apart.
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Frank Lloyd Wright said, “Study nature, love 
nature, stay close to nature. It will never fail 
you.” 

Gardens make us strong.
Gardening and plant care help develop gross 
and fine motor skills. Time outdoors, breathing 
fresh air, and being exposed to sunlight are 
extremely beneficial to overall physical health.

Gardens regulate emotions.
Gardens have many therapeutic benefits. As 
we spend time in the garden, waiting patiently 
for a seed to sprout and a flower to bloom,  
we can gain an understanding of time and 
develop the attributes of patience and  
persistence.

Gardens can bring us joy.
There is a link between nature, our emotions,  
and relationships.
According to an article from happiness.com
It seems clear that the environment we live in 
plays an important role in our emotional state 
and overall happiness. According to science, 
natural environments have major benefits for our 
emotions. Being connected to nature can lead to 
stress reduction and mood improvement.  
Research studies have found a correlation  
between exposure to natural stimuli, stress  
and anger reduction, and improvement in  
self-reported psychological well-being and  
mental health.

Where is your favourite part of nature? Do you 
have a place, a story, a part of your history that 
reminds you of a specific part of nature? Maybe 
it was a holiday at the beach? A camping trip?  
A bushwalk? Maybe you climbed a mountain?
Maybe you looked out the window today and 
saw the sun shining on a beautiful flower...
Sourced from happiness.com et al.

SPRING BLOOMS  
Connecting to Nature

SCC SPRING GARDENS
You don’t have to go far around our beautiful 
grounds to see SPRING in BLOOM! 
Do you have a plant or flower in your garden or 
room you would like to share?

We are looking to include a SPRING BLOOMS 
page in the next two issues of our IN TOUCH 
monthly newsletter (October and November 
2020).

If you would like to be involved and share the 
beauty of your garden with us all, here are a  
couple of ways you can be involved.

1. Take a photo on your phone or tablet and 
email it through to mardidavies@scca.net.au

or 2. Leave your name and Unit Number at 
reception and we will come and take the photo 
for you.

All of the blooming photos on this double page 
feature have been taken in gardens around  
Marian Grove and Mater Christi. We would 
love to share more of nature’s gifts and look  
forward to seeing your colourful contributions.

http://happiness.com
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SPRING BLOOMS  
Connecting to Nature

SPRING BLOOMS  
New Beginnings

“The air is like a butterfly with frail blue wings. 
The happy earth looks at the sky and sings.” 
Joyce Kilmer.

The glory of gardening: hands in the dirt, 
head in the sun, heart with nature. 

To nurture a garden is to feed not just  
the body, but the soul.

Alfred Austin

Mindfulness in the garden 
Blowing on leaves 
Blow leaves off the palm of your hand. 
Do different leaves need different breaths? 
This will help to experiment with different intensities 
of breath.

Anchoring to sounds 
Listen for the subtle sounds of nature. It might be 
wind in the trees or the chirping of a bird – we can 
pause our brains and tune into the sounds that are 
present right now. How do these make you feel?

Mindful eating
How does fresh food look? How does it smell? Is 
there a sound it makes while you chew? If you are 
picking it up with your hands, what does it feel 
like? Before you take that first bite, who can you 
thank for that food? The worms that nourished the 
soil, the sun for helping it grow, the rain for  
watering it, the gardener who tended it...  

Then chew that first bite really slowly.
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GROWING OLDER 
Gracefully

Each night, television brings us the latest news 
about COVID-19. It is a grim tally, featuring 
the situation here in Australia and across the 
world. We are told how many new cases have 
been recorded and the number of deaths.  
The statement is not phrased in consoling  
language. So many have died or “lost their 
lives”, not “passed away”.  

There are many euphemisms for death and 
dying. Spiritual writer, Ed Hays reflected:  

Such an obscene expression: “to die”-
The polite never utter aloud

Such vulgar, grave dirty words.
Neighbours do not die, they pass on;

Friends and family do not die,  
they pass away.

Nevertheless there are times when “passing” 
does not convey the meaning of what  
has happened to end a life or lives. For  
example, victims of terrorism or fatal accidents 
are killed, a stronger, expression than dying  
or passing.

When we hear of the death of a family  
member or friend, we usually ask two  
questions. Was it peaceful?  Did s/he die 
alone? We all have a right to die with dignity, 
to leave this world peacefully, surrounded by 
loved ones.

End of life tasks include “paperwork” such  
as making a will, arranging  power of  
attorney, advance care planning and  
enduring guardianship.  End of life tasks  
also include attending to our personal  
relationships.  Forgiveness, reconciliation,  
the healing of hurts and memories can be 

challenging but dealing with them frees us.  
Owning our human frailty ennobles, not  
diminishes us. We need to forgive ourselves 
for our shortcomings and failures if we are to 
leave this world with dignity.

Ed Hays concludes his reflection on the word 
“passing” as a euphemism for death and  
dying by identifying death as “the great  
passage over life’s limitations”. In school 
language, passing means that we successfully 
move on to the next level.  

Whether we “pass” or die, we certainly want 
it to be peaceful.  Meanwhile, we count our 
blessings each day, doing what we can to 
be peacemakers and reaching out to others 
to ease their anxiety and loneliness in these 
challenging times.

May those who have died and passed from 
this life as a result of COVID-19, rest in peace.
 
Sr. Anne Henson
Marian Grove Resident
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GROWING OLDER 
Gracefully

Walking in Nature
Wildlife Refuge 
Endangered Plant Species 
Spring is a great time to start walking,  
especially in nature. Nature offers wonderful 
opportunities to encounter a wide range of 
wild flowers and flowering trees along with 
the call of frogs and birds. Fortunately we 
experience in excess of 60 native birds in our 
Wildlife Refuge.
A casual glance at the Internet will offer many 
reasons for taking a walk in nature. 
Here are just a few reasons that are 
commonly listed:- 
 • It boosts your energy levels. 
  Fresh air will reawaken your brain.
 • Reconnecting with nature reduces 
  stress and calms your nerves. It can 
  lower pulse rate and blood pressure.
 • It will lift your spirits! Exercise and 
  peace and quiet will lift your mood, 
  and in some cases can help with mild 
  to moderate depression.
 • Trees naturally give off something 
  called ‘phytoncides’ or ‘wood’  
  essential oils, which have a beneficial 
  effect on our nervous systems.
 • Walking through green spaces can 
  create the calmness needed for  
  reflection. It’s in this calm, quiet  
  reflective state that creativity can  
  flourish.
 • It can help to talk through a  
  problem, laugh and spend time away 
  from daily struggles. This is easier to 
  achieve without all the usual  
  distractions like social media,  
  colleagues, noise and chaos.

If you are concerned about the safety of the 
walking track, try walking the roads with the 
bushland in close proximity. 

To assist with your outdoor exercise, a  
collection of free walking sticks is available at 
the Village Office.    

Frank Kennedy
Marian Grove Resident
Source – The Benefits of Walking in Nature.

ECOLOGY CORNER
Walking in Nature
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At a gathering on Father’s Day in a remote  
Aboriginal community, all the fathers were 
called forward for a blessing. I was a bit  
surprised when men who did not have children 
stood. A tap on the shoulder indicated that I 
was to go up as well, even though I had no 
children. I was told in no uncertain terms: Those 
young men who you look after, they are your 
sons. As the inevitable happened, I realised  
the breadth of fatherhood.  It was true; my 
openness and work at the time with youth at risk 
made me and many others substitutes for those 
whose own fathers were unable or unwilling to 
be present to their children. Fatherhood is about 
much more than supplying the genetics!
Looking at our own father and father figures 
provides us an opportunity to identify their 
strengths and weaknesses, both obvious  
and subtle. As the years separate us, the  
understanding of some memories grow with  
the wisdom of age, whereas others fade. This  
is a joyous process for some of us as we  
remember selfless nurturing peppered with 
occasional hurtful and difficult times. For others, 
memories of absence, neglect, or worse revive 
annually as Father’s Day rolls around. 
This time also gives a chance for men to look  
at our own fathering. For many of us, the  
day of rearing children is long past, yet the 
imperative to provide guidance and wisdom 
to those younger ones continues. The practical 
responsibilities of fatherly care blossom into the 
spiritual opportunities of grandfatherly wisdom. 
It is indeed a noble duty.
For those who have lost their father or a child, 
even many decades ago, this may be a  
difficult time. We all know that grief doesn’t 

have a chronological timeline. The grieving 
process is personal and people react in different 
ways.
In these COVID times, many families will not be 
able to celebrate together on the first Sunday in 
September. It is still an opportunity to celebrate 
and thank God for our fathers and father  
figures, as well  as our children and those we 
have nurtured.

Prayer for Father’s Day
God our Father, in your wisdom
and love you made all things.
Bless those men who have provided  
witness as fathers. 
Let the example of their faith and love  
shine forth. 
Grant that we may honour them always 
with a spirit of profound respect. 
AMEN

Father’s Day blessings to all fathers still with us 
and those in our memories.

Matt Digges
Director of Mission

In the Spirit - Matt Digges 
Remembering Fathers
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To our Mater Christi Residents, 

Spring is in the air, and we are sure you will 
join us in welcoming in the new season (and the 
warmer weather!). As we approach Spring, l  
just want to take the time to pause and  
ackowledge all the patience and support you 
have shown in these trying times. Even as the 
seasons change our vigilance throughout this 
pandemic remains unchanged. Each new  
development or government directive has 
lurched us into an ever changing new normal. 
This has imposed demands on our staff,  
residents and their families to adapt. I have seen 
nothing but co-operation and understanding 
from all of you. So thank you to everyone for 
stepping up and doing your part in ensuring 
a COVID-19 free Mater Christi. Continuing to 
protect our residents and the Coffs Harbour 
community from COVID-19 remains our top 
priority focus.
 
We continue to have no positive cases in the 
Mid North Coast region. Note that an  
outbreak is defined as one (or 
more) positive test(s) in a  
resident and/or a staff member. 
 
Use of Face Masks
Most of our families and visitors are getting  
used to wearing face masks, and this is another 
‘tool’ in our virus prevention toolkit. However,  
it is important to continue using our other  
preventative tools as well: face masks do not  
alter the fundamental necessity for hand  
hygiene, coughing etiquette, physical  
distancing, staying away when exhibiting  
flu-like symptoms and being sensible in our 
social interactions.

It has now been shown that face masks do 
two things:

They protect the health of  
a person who is well, and

They prevent the spread of  
infection from someone  

who is sick.

COVID-19 is spread in four main ways: 
•  Contact with droplets from an infected  
  person’s cough or sneeze, or when they 
  are talking
• Touching objects that have cough or 
  sneeze droplets from an infected person 
  on them
• Close contact with an infected person
• Touching your face or mouth
 
Remember that a face mask must be worn and 
used correctly to provide protection.
 
Please be assured that we will do all we can to 
protect you, your loved ones and all staff. Your 
ongoing support is very much appreciated.

Mercy Kurinyepa
Acting Director of Nursing

In the Spirit - Matt Digges 
Remembering Fathers

ADON REPORT  
Welcome to Spring
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MATER MATTERS
SEPTEMBER 2020

Hand Hygiene

Please read the following 
important information for all 
residents. 

1.  Hand hygiene  
is washing hands with soap  
and water or using an  
alcohol-based hand rub.  
It is the single most  
important thing you can  
do to stop the spread of  
disease.

2.  Cover your 
nose and mouth 
with a tissue when coughing, 
sneezing, wiping or blowing 
your nose. If you do not have 
a tissue, cough or sneeze into 
your elbow.

3.  If you are 
unwell stay in bed, 
until you are feeling better  
before having visitors.

Shopping Bus

ON HOLD
Mater Christi  
Shopping Bus News
Our regular shopping bus is 
temporarily on hold in light of 
COVID-19 current restrictions.

At this stage the shopping bus 
will not be running throughout 
September.

Our lifestyles team can arrange 
if you would like any items  
added to their weekly Coles 
online shop for residents. 
 
Residents do not need to pay 
upfront. These items will be  
billed at the end of each month.

For more information please 
contact our Mater Christi 
Lifestyles Coordinator Bec 
Graham. 

MATER CHRISTI
LAUNDRY
LOST PROPERTY
FAMILIES AND
RESIDENTS OF 
MATER CHRISTI 
Please be advised the 
laundry will keep lost 
property items for three 
months only. 

If you have missing  
clothing please  
contact Mater  
Christi reception  
which can put you in 
touch with our Hotel 
Services Manager.

In an effort to minimize 
lost property, Mater 
Christi offers a labelling 
service for residents. Up 
to 200 items are labelled 
using a heat seal for a 
small cost of $40.  
This service can be  
arranged at Mater Christi 
Reception. If you do not 
wish to use this service 
we ask that you clearly 
mark all items with a 
laundry grade marker.
Thank you.
Hotel Services .
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Seated yoga and 
visual imagery 
meditation
Our OT student Ashlee  
has been running seated 
yoga and visual imagery 
meditation. One resident 
said the meditation took 
her back to her childhood,  
where she used to play in 
the bush. In the same  
session another resident 
said the meditation took 
her back to the country of 
her birth. Some residents 
relax enough to have a  
peaceful rest. If you are  
interested in joining in,  
these sessions are held on  
Wednesday mornings 
9.15am in house 1 and on 
Friday mornings in  
House 6. Please ask our  
Occupational Therapists or 
Lifestyles Team for more 
information.

International Beer Day
At Mater Christi, we enjoyed a salute to International 
Beer Day at our happy hour held Friday 7th August at 
1.30pm in the Mater Christi Community room. 

Our Lifestyle Coordinator  
Bec arranged a selection  
of beers from all over the 
world. Our residents  
enjoyed live entertainment.

Clive’s Medal
One of our Mater Christi  
resident centenarians,  
Clive, has received the  
‘End of Second World War 
Medal’.

On the 75th anniversary  
of the end of the Second  
World War, this medallion 
was presented by the  
Australian Government, 
on behalf of the Australian 
people, to those who served 
during the war from 1939 
to 1945. The accompanying 
card reads ‘On behalf of a  
grateful nation, thank  
you for your service.’
Thank you Clive.
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VILLAGE MANAGER’S 
Report

Spring is on its way. With welcome warmer 
weather anticipated, we look forward to  
enjoying more valuable time outdoors. As  
the warmer weather starts to creep in,  
hopefully we can give our air conditioners  
a well-earned break. On occasions, noise 
from air conditioner compressors may affect 
your neighbours.  Please be mindful of this and 
adjust your operating hours accordingly. We 
recommend you check with your neighbour.

As Resident Health and Wellbeing is our  
priority, we are requesting any visitors  
staying with you from outside the Coffs  
Harbour local area be notified to  
Administration and screened upon arrival.  
If you are expecting guests from areas within 
the vicinity of identified COVID19 hotspots, 
please enquire with Reception prior to your 
guests’ arrival to obtain authorisation. As the 
hotspot areas evolve so rapidly, we  
recommend checking with Reception to  
ensure compliance.

The Grove Café is open for business and 
COVID19 compliant. Any visitors wishing to 
dine in at the café require registration at  
Reception. To dine in at the café, flu  
vaccination certification is required. Owing  
to extensive restrictions, the café has  
experienced a downturn in trading. This  
downturn may result in adjustment of trading 
hours and staff numbers. Please support our 
friendly cafe. Call in for a delicious morning 
tea or lunch today.

Our recent Afternoon Tea to welcome new 
residents to the Village was well received. The 

focus was to introduce new residents to the  
activity coordinators, communicate  
information about each event and encourage 
participation. Thank you to all volunteers who 
assisted with the event. 

Communication with Residents is of  
primary importance. Redefining effective 
communication channels to best suit individual 
needs is being developed. Please ensure you 
return the recent notification so we can  
accommodate your needs.

Our Residents’ Phone Directory is now  
available for residents who have authorised 
disclosure of their phone numbers. If you wish 
to be included in the directory, written  
authorisation is required (Owing to regulations 
pertaining to the Privacy Act). Please attend 
reception to complete an authorisation form  
and your number will be added to the  
directory.

Water restrictions for Coffs Harbour are  
currently on level one. The following  
restrictions apply.
Odd and Even watering days for residential 
customers - this means the days you are  
permitted to water your gardens and lawns is 
linked to your street number and the calendar 
day. 

NO WATERING IS PERMITTED ON 31ST  
OF THE MONTH.

Karen Martin
Marian Grove Village Manager
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VILLAGE MANAGER’S 
Report

LIBRARY 
Notes

An introduction to our Library
Straight Ahead as you enter: a centre 
stand with shelves on both sides, and a bank 
of shelves beyond. This is the fiction section of 
our library - all donated by residents. Most 
well-known authors are represented.

To the right: another bank of shelves.  
On some of these shelves is a selection of 
large-print fiction books.
There is also a selection of non-fiction topics, 
including Biographies, Australiana, Spirituality, 
Sport and others.

Near the door on the right: there are 
three shelves for ‘Returns’. And the bottom shelf 
is for new donations of books and DVDs.  
Unfortunately, owing to the present health  
restrictions, we can only accept a small  
number of books in very good condition.

To the left: a large selection of magazines, 
also donated by residents, and a shelf of 
Readers Digest condensed books.

At the far end of the library: a  
comprehensive selection of DVDs and CDs, 
including Talking Books.
All borrowing is on an ‘Honour ‘ basis. No 
restrictions on items borrowed or the length 
of time you keep them. No signing items in 
and out. Library volunteers return items to the 
shelves.

Residents entering the library for the first time, 
have commented on the pleasant atmosphere 
and the tidiness of it. Much of this is due to the 
dedication of a small number of volunteers 
who work tirelessly to ensure items are shelved 
correctly.
I hope this helps to familiarise new residents 
(and not so new) with the way our library 

is organised and perhaps encourages you 
to visit and to enjoy the material available. 
Please drop in and enjoy!

Sr. Chris Austen
Marian Grove Resident
Library Coordinator

DONATIONS OF BOOKS: 
We will begin taking limited donations of ten 
(10) books at a time from the beginning of 
September. 

For the safety of us all, please ensure that 
books are in good condition - no damaged 
covers, stains on pages (particularly edges), 
not dusty etc. This will enable us to continue  
to maintain the cleanliness of the library for 
everyone. Donations can be left on the  
bottom shelf of the Returns Section. 

Thank you. 
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MARIAN GROVE 
News SEPTEMBER 2020

COVID- 19
IMPORTANT
NOTICE
MARIAN GROVE 
As per recent NSW 
Health guidelines, all 
visitors from current 
COVID19 hot spots are 
to be excluded from the 
village.
If you expect guests, 
please contact  
reception to declare 
your guest and  
obtain authorisation.

Protecting against COVID-19.
Some simple measures  
significantly reduce the risk of 
getting COVID-19 and of  
spreading it:
Clean your hands with soap 
and water for 20 seconds, or 
use an alcohol-based hand 
rub/sanitiser.
Cover your nose and mouth 
with a tissue when coughing 
and sneezing or use your  
elbow, not your hands
Avoid close contact with  
people unwell with cold or  
flu-like symptoms, and stay 
home if you have these  
symptoms.
Avoid touching your face and 
avoid shaking hands with  
others.
Maintain a physical distance of 

1.5 metres from others as much 
as possible, and avoid crowded 
places.
Currently there are no specific 
restrictions for people over 70 
about self-isolating or staying 
home. 
However, NSW Health  
advises that people over 70  
are at greater risk of more  
severe symptoms if they are 
infected with COVID-19. 
This may mean you want to be 
more cautious about who you 
choose to see and where you 
choose to go.
Whatever you decide, it’s  
important that you follow the 
same health and safety advice 
that applies to the whole  
community:
•get tested if you have any 
 symptoms, even if they are 
 only mild
•practise good hand hygiene
•maintain a physical 
 distance of at least 1.5  
 metres from others, unless 
 you’re in the same household
•stay active and healthy 
 take extra care if you’re 
 around vulnerable people 
 follow the rules about  
 gatherings, particularly 
 around weddings, funerals 
 and worship.
For more information
https://www.nsw.gov.au/
covid-19

IMPORTANT
NOTICE
If you have engaged a  
contractor to come to your 
home, please note; they  
MUST attend Marian Grove 
Reception upon entry to the 
village to comply with our  
screening process. Please  
indicate this to the company 
you are contracting at the time 
of booking. 
If a contractor comes to your 
door without a temperature 
check ‘dot’ with the date on it, 
please advise them to return to 
reception prior to entering your 
home.

FOUND!
Marian Grove admin staff 
found this lovely 9 carat gold 
earing on the floor in reception 
on 24th July 2020. If you have 
the other matching earing,  
please bring it in to Marian 
Grove reception and our  
friendly staff can reunite it  
with its twin.
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Marian Grove 
Committee Communique
• It would be difficult not to notice the changes 
 at the car park entrance. Thanks to all  
 concerned, it certainly has improved visibility 
 and safety.
• Recently there has been considerable  
 concern expressed regarding residents of  
 Villa Maria. I have been involved in a  
 number of discussions with our CEO,  
 Michael. The bottom line is that no resident  
 will not be taken care of nor left without  
 accommodation. All have been given the  
 opportunity to make their own choice of  
 location as is their right. At present it is difficult  
 to define a time- line, but it will most likely 
 be well over twelve months before work  
 can commence. At the end of construction, 
 the present residents will have the first  
 choice of returning to newly appointed, safe  
 and healthy dwellings, the latter not being the  
 case at present.
• Recreation Area refurbishment is still in draft  
 form and resident input will again be invited  

 prior to finalization of plans – so watch this  
 space or submit your suggestions.
•  Elections for the next Residents Committee 
 will take place on Friday 4th September.  
 Voting is not compulsory, but all are  
 encouraged to vote, if possible.  
 Transport will be available – bookings at  
 the office. 66531241.
• Thanks again to all activity co-ordinator 
 contacts as you work to keep your patrons
 active and happy. All are voluntary and we 
 appreciate your participation and support –  
 all are welcome to Bingo, Bowls, Snooker, 
 cards, etc.
As “fill-in” President, I must acknowledge all 
members of the Committee for their service over 
the past twelve(?) months. It is a positive to have 
ten nominations this time. My hope is that we  
can all assist the incoming committee as they  
endeavour to encompass and build on the motto,
“ We Care”.  
Tom Maginnity.

Residents Committee

Marian Grove 
Ukulele Group
Please accept our  
apologies. In our last In  
Touch Issue, we made  
a mistake. The Ukulele 
Group photos were submitted
by Peter Patton. We would also like to  
acknowledge we did not include a supplied  
advertisement for the Ukulele group. Marian 
Grove Ukulele group makes beautiful music 
on Mondays in the Recreation Room at  
1.30pm each week. Residents are very  
welcome to join in and play. Please see the  
advertisement in the Marian Grove activities 
page. Thank you to Lorraine Kirkaldy for  
bringing this to our attention.

The Grove Cafe
Supporting our local service
Please support our convenient, cost effective,  
friendly facility. The café offers scrumptious cakes, 
delicious sandwiches and wraps  
and aromatic, creamy coffee.
Meals are still available for  
take away – why cook?  
Pick up your delightful 
dinner today.

MG Village Management

Are you missing
MG Travel activities?
See our article in the Community Corner section of 
this issue (page 20)
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MARIAN GROVE 
Notices SEPTEMBER 2020

Important  
Information
Marian Grove Resident 
details are located on 
the back of your door.
Why do we have these  
details on the back of 
your door?
If you activate your medical  
response pendant and the 
ambulance is called, then the 
ambulance staff know to look 
behind your front door to  
access vital information - and 
will take this with them to  
hospital.
This provides the Hospital  
Staff with your Name, Date 
of Birth, Medicare and Health 
Information as well as a list 
of current medications and a 
phone number.
Please take the time to check 
that this information is correct 
(as Medicare numbers expire), 
and your family members can 
change addresses and phone 
numbers. If you need these 
details updated - please call 
6659 6603 and one of the 
Village Services Team will call 
in and see you, or you can drop 
this into reception and they 
will update for you.Please also 
remember to test your pendant 
on a regular basis by calling the 
office on 6653 1241;  
advise them that you are testing 
the pendant and then press the 
button. To ensure we are able 
to record the test, please do this 

during office hours 
(8.30am - 4.30pm)

Maintenance 
Issues
Management has completed  
an annual  risk review and we 
have been advised by experts 
on the best way to implement 
and improve the following  
procedures for maintenance/
care requests in Marian Grove. 

MAINTENANCE REQUEST
A resident must be at home 
whilst the maintenance/trade 
work is being completed. In the 
event of an emergency, two 
SCC Maintenance staff are 
permitted to enter the property 
to allow us to complete your 
request. Please advise Kate on 
6659 6624 when logging the 
job if there are specific days or 
dates you will not be home so 
this can be recorded with your 
job request.

KEY SAFE
Individual key safes for  
residents are available for 
purchase from Marian Grove 
Reception. Cost is $24 with  
free installation by SCC  
Maintenance. Contact Kate on 
6659 6624 to request a key 
safe.

AFTER HOURS
For all after hours maintenance  
emergencies, including unit  
lock outs - please contact 
0417 468 043. 

Handy Contact 
Numbers

Marian Grove Office: 
6653 1241

Office hours 
Monday to Friday 
8.30am - 4.30pm

Marian Grove 
Transport: 

6659 6603

Grounds and  
Maintenance 

Requests: 
6659 6624

After Hours 
Maintenance: 

0417 468 043

Mater Christi 
Reception: 

6658 6133
Police, Fire or 

Ambulance
In the event of 
an emergency 

PRESS YOUR 
SAFETYLINK 

PENDANT. 
Alternatively, 

please dial 000.
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Marian Grove 
Activities
Some Marian Grove activities  
are starting to resume with 
social distancing measures in 
place for everyone’s safety. 
For more information please 
contact Marian Grove  
reception on 6653 1241.

Craft Club
The Craft Club meets on Tuesday  
afternoons at 1.30pm to make 
handmade items such as trauma 
bears and knee rugs etc to  
donate to charity. We’d love to  
welcome you along and have a 
chat and a laugh while we work 
followed by a nice cup of tea. 
The more of us there are,  
the more we can achieve.

Rummikub
Every Thursday Marian  
Grove Rec Room 1.30 - 5pm 
Contact Margaret Wright 
66533952.

Bible Study
Every Thursday at 2pm in the 
chapel, followed by afternoon 
tea. All Welcome. Contact Peter 
Patton for more information on 
6658 8440.

Introduction to Art 
(FREE)
Oils and Acrylics
Art classes are held each  
Tuesday at 8:15am - 12:00noon 
Marian Grove Rec Room. 
Note: No classes are held on the 
first Tuesday of the month owing 
to the Marian Grove Luncheon.
Contact Audrey Smith 
6658 2068.

Dance Class (FREE)
Each Thursday unless otherwise  

advised. Marian Grove Rec 
Room
Beginners always welcome
New time of 
1:30pm – 3:00pm
Contact Audrey Smith 
6658 2068

Embroidery Group 
News
The Marian Grove Embroidery 
Group which meets on Monday 
Afternoons in the Supper Room, 
has diversified somewhat into a 
sociable needlecraft group who 
gather to share our “skills”,  
socialise, chat and enjoy some  
afternoon tea. Please feel free to 
come along and join us.

Book Club News
Our Book Club coffee meetings, 
where we exchange and discuss 
books we have read recently - 
or enjoyed years ago, are still 
well attended. Our meetings  
are held at 10am on the last 
Saturday of every month. 
If you would like to join in some 
friendly light hearted chatting 
about books or other reading 
material you are most welcome 
to join us. There is always plenty 
of laughter!

Groovers Singing 
Group
The Groovers meet each Friday 
morning in the recreation hall at 
10am. Groovers call our re-
hearsals “mornings of sheer joy” 
as Mei Wei Lim leads us with her 
unique style. This year Mei has 
been taking us to Mater Christi 
once a month for our rehearsal 
and it has been special to see 
some residents join in the singing 
while others move in time to the 
music. All residents are welcome 

to sing along and join the fun 
times with Mei Wei Lim! 

Tuesday Exercise  
Class at Marian Grove 
Rec Hall
We welcome new faces to our 
Tuesday morning exercise class 
in the Rec Room, with qualified 
personal trainer, James  
Moncada. Our participating 
residents highly recommend 
James’ program and continue to 
comment on how much they  
enjoy and benefit from the class.  
Come along and join them for 
an hour from 9am on Tuesday 
mornings in the Rec Room.

Cards 500
Mondays from 1.30 - 3pm. 
Come  along and play 500. 
You might even enjoy yourself! 
Beginners welcome! Ronda and 
Les Gartrell - contact for more 
information on venue please call 
0409682865. 

“Old time, new vogue” 
Dancing
The 1st and 3rd Wednesdays of 
the month 7pm at Marian Grove 
Rec Hall. All Welcome - Contact 
Barry Woods for more  
information on 6658 8167

Table Tennis Fun
Come along and join in the fun  
at table tennis every Monday 
morning 9.30am to 11am in the 
Marian Grove Rec Hall. Good 
times and great people.

Ukulele Group
Our residents make beautiful 
music on Mondays in the  
Recreation Room at 1.30pm 
each week. Residents are very 
welcome to join us to play.  
For more information phone  
Lorraine: 0409 142 738

ON HOLD

ON HOLD

ON HOLD

ON HOLD

ON HOLD
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DIAMOND ROSE OPEN!
Opening hours: Tuesdays, 

Thursdays and Fridays from 
9am. Please phone  

Candice on 0403174577 
for appointments 

or enquiries.

Please contact the 
communications team if you 
have something to sell.
mardidavies@scca.net.au 
michelleroyce@scca.net.au

Letterbox
The letterbox at the Marian 
Grove office is cleared at 4pm 
Monday to Friday.
Other services available from 
the office are:
Photocopying 10c per page.
Faxing $1 per page
Stamps $1 each. 

5 Track CD Player
With radio and twin cassette, 
twin speakers. TEAC Brand  
colour - black. Very good  
working order. $120 or best 
offer. Ph 6653 1022

Remote Control 
Bed
AS NEW fully adjustable bed. 
Call Sonya 0407316636. 
$1000ono.

For Sale
Harley Scooter $5000. Only 
4.9kms on the clock.
Ph Hazel Earnshaw 6653 1715.

SONARIS  
Bathmaster Powered  
Bathlift
Excellent Condition
Helps bathe independently. 
AS NEW STILL IN BOX $250  
Ph Joanne on - 0407051396

King Single 
Electric bed
Excellent Condition
Memory foam mattress RRP was 
$3000.  Sell for $1600.
Contact Sandra Tuthill on 
0439926011

Quantum 600 
Electric wheelchair with 
electric tilt
Fully adjustable for passenger,  
including gel seat insert. Hand 
control can be moved to back of 
chair for carer use.
$1000 ono Contact 66532701

Aidacare AC3 bed 
with near new mattress
The Aidacare AC3 bed is a 
three function. Reliable and 
safe. Comfortable. Cost $2,650 
Asking $1,300 negotiable
Ph Julia on 0435786714

Pride Celebrity 
Deluxe XL 2017
Only used twice. High  
performance mobility scooter. 

High back swivel seat, with  
headrest and arm rests. Cost 
$3,600 Asking $1500 
negotiable Ph Julia on 
0435786714

Princess  
Electronic  
Recliner with tray
Excellent Condition
Suit adult up to 160cm. $550 
Ph Joanne 0407051396

FREE 42 Inch  
standard  
definition T.V
LG HD ready
Works as new, but for how long, 
who knows.
Please contact John 6658 8726

COMMUNITY 
Classifieds

                      SAW
TELL CATHOLIC

 C
AR

E
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OUT AND
About

                      SAW

TELL CATHOLIC

 C
AR

E

Welcoming new residents  
Marian Grove afternoon tea
Thursday 6th August we greeted new residents into  
our friendly community with an afternoon tea. The  
Activity Coordinators explained the activities and 
events progressing in the Village. All new members 
were made feel welcome as we look forward to 
developing new friendships.

Marian Grove Coffee Cart
Sharing a laugh and a conversation at this 
months coffee cart, Marian Grove residents  
also enjoyed the beautiful spring like sunshine.
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MG Travel, CONCERT and DAY TRIP Update
As you may have noticed, MG travel and concerts have been on hold owing to COVID-19  
restrictions. We will be contacting Marian Grove residents when the concerts and trips are back on, 
and look forward to bringing some great performances and interesting destinations. 

 
 This photo is from one  
 of our fantastic MG  
 travel trips, with a group 
 of happy residents 
 standing outside the new 
 bus. We cherish  
 these memories, and look 
 forward to making new 
 ones with you all in the 
 not to distant future, 
 (fingers crossed). 
 
 John and Barbara 
 Smith

COMMUNITY 
Corner

                      SAW
TELL CATHOLIC

 C
AR

E

Face Masks  
for Sale
There are some delightful  
handmade face masks  
available for purchase  
at the Marian Grove  
Reception area. These masks 
have three layers of 100%  
cotton with wadding  
in between each layer.  
A number of patterns to  
choose from and only  
$10 each.

Marian Grove Reception
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COMMUNITY 
Corner

                      SAW
TELL CATHOLIC

 C
AR

E

MG Travel, 
MOVIE Update
Our monthly movies are back  
(with social distancing measures).  
Our next movie afternoon will be on 
Saturday 26th September at 1.30pm.  
We will be screening ‘The Green 
Book’. This free activity is available to  
residents of Marian Grove only. 

Bookings are essential. 

Please call John and Barbara Smith  
on 0401 781 706 to  
reserve your place.

John and Barbara Smith

Marian Grove New Release  
Display Unit Photos
Our relationship manager Michelle Oxley provided us with 
some stunning photos from the new display unit set up at the 
Marian Grove New Release apartments.

This photo was taken at our last Movie afternoon, August 
22nd, where we screened Fatty Finn.
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Just for FUN
Q1. What tall  
Sumatran native  
flower emits a stink 
similar to that of a 
dead body?

Q2. What flower bulb 
can replace onions in 
recipes?

Q3. How many species 
of roses are there in 
the world?

Q4. How long did the 
ancient ‘Artaefructus 
Sinensis’ bloom in 
China?

Q5. Which flower did 
ancient Egyptians use 
as the resurrecting 
flower during burial 
rituals?

Q6. Before modern 
materials, which  
dried flower stalks 
were used in the  
manufacturing of life 
jackets?

Q7. The Daisy got its 
name from the yellow 
centre resembling the 
sun. What was the  
daisies orginal  
common name?

ANSWERS Q and A
A1. Titan Arum or “Corpse 
Flower”. A2. Tulips. A3. Around 
35,000. A4. 125 million years 
ago. A5. The Lotus flower. A7. 
Day’s eye.
ANSWERS MUSICAL WORD 
SCRAMBLE 
1. roses 2. freesia 3. daisy  
4. tulip 5. azaleas 6. marigold 
7. camellia 8. primrose 9. dahlia 
10. lilac 11. jasmine  
12. Hyacinth

There at least 4 changes 
in the pictures below. 
Can you see them all?

1. SORSE          
2. FISREEA          
3. SIYDA         
4. TIPLU          
5. LASAZAE            
6. LORDIGMA           
7. MELCALIA            
8. PRMROESI          
9. LIADHA          
10. ILCAL         
11. MEIASJN         
12. CHTANHYI

Flower WORD scramble
Can you figure out all of 
the Floral names from 

this list?
Did you know?

A Hydrangea’s Soil  
Determines its flower colour.

A Hydrangea’s colour is  
determined by the acidity of  

the soil its planted in. 
If the soil is too alkaline it 

will result in pink Hydrangeas.
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C  O U U L H D D S N C T G D A

P  I H Y L E A A E F G U P M O

S  W T D F F B G I Q G L P T H

Y  A X I F B H Z N S D I Q D C

V  P E O H A D B O N E P G S A

P  E D L T Y I V E R S S N H R

H  I Y A L A D M P N F O V F B

L  L R V P I S A P S G K C W I

S  A E L L I V N I A G U O B L

W  V Q O Z I V E R S T M A F A

T  E H F H X B D D M E I V G C

L  N I R A H P K Q N T E E Q B

X  D M A Z A L E A W A K R N C

J  E D E N I M S A J E M E F S

H  R F S G R E V I L L E A S M

AZALEA
BOUGAINVILLEAS
CALIBRACHOA
DAFFODIL
DAISES (typo whoops!)

FREESIA
GREVILLEAS
IMPATIENS
JASMINE
LAVENDER

MANDEVILLEAS
PEONIES
SNAPDRAGONS
TULIPS
WARATAH

““Flowers are the music of the ground. 
From earth’s lips spoken without sound.” 

Edwin Curran

Word SEARCH
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Dear Residents, Families, Friends and Staff,

Last month was an opportunity to thank our staff 
and volunteers for the great work they do every 
day in care and service. This month I want to 
lead with a heartfelt ‘thankyou’ to our outgoing 
Village Resident Committee: 

To Tom Maginnity and all the hard working 
committee members, THANK YOU for caring 
and advocating to build a closer community 
and bring positive improvements for the  
residents of Marian Grove.

Secondly, I want to update everyone on  
the recent Board decision to approve the  
commencement of construction on the Link  
Garden project. This will start in October,  
and will aim for completion in 12 months,  
with a proposed Spring opening. Local  
company FM Glenn has been awarded the 
project. For a peek at the plan, visit 
https://www.scca.net.au/the-link. 
Additionally, display boards will be  
commissioned and located at several  
locations, including the main Village entry.

Emergency planning is regularly in focus for  
the team and we have recently reviewed  
our COVID-19 Pandemic plan to test our  
processes. We have also recently reviewed  
our Bush Fire plan and further information and 
training exercises will be forthcoming as part 
of our preparedness. Village Manager Karen 
Martin and Mater DON Mercy Kurinyepa will 
keep residents and staff posted on planned 
events relating to our preparations in the coming 
months.

COVID-19 restrictions and precautions are in 
effect Village wide, so please keep informed 
through the various newsletters, notices and  
our website and Facebook pages. Our current 

message is themed around ‘Stay local’ and 
‘Stay Covid clear’, and we ask all residents to 
play their part to keep our Village and people 
safe by taking responsibility for their visitors  
and informing them of our restrictions and  
precautions. All contractors must be screened 
and approved prior to starting any work, and 
our main offices are able to coordinate this 
process.

The Grove Café  
is open for business, 
however, it requires 
your patronage to 
stay open and thrive. 
Precooked meals  
are now available  
for take-away and  
these make great, 
cost-effective time savers for easy meals in the  
freezer for busy people.

Following on from recent forums with residents, 
the initial concept planning for the Village 
Centre makeover is underway. Assets Manager 
Steve Laidley will showcase the early concept 
planning in the near future in order to gather 
further feedback and input ahead of the final 
design.

Until next month, please continue to visit our 
website for up-to-date news on all our activities 
and the pandemic situation. And most  
importantly, staff safe and stay COVID clear!

Warm regards

Michael Darragh
CEO Sawtell Catholic Care

FROM OUR CEO 
Courage, Love, Respect, Justice 


